All-digital half-rate referenceless CDR with single direction frequency sweep scheme using asymmetric binary phase detector
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Abstract This paper presents an all-digital half-rate referenceless CDR with a single direction frequency acquisition achieved. Thanks to asymmetric binary phase detector (ABPD), compared with existed inverse alexander phase detector (IAPD), we changed the input-output characteristic to enable accumulated phase error point in the same direction when frequency error happens while the output of IAPD has no directivity. Once the frequency of the digital controlled oscillator (DCO) enters the pull-in range of the CDR loop, the phase is automatically locked. To improve jitter tolerance (JTOL) performance further, IAPD logic is enabled, and ABPD is disabled after locking. The prototype was implemented in a 28 nm low power CMOS process with a data rate tracking range of 9–11 Gb/s. The measured JTOL is 0.35 UI at high frequency with PRBS31 input data pattern.
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1. Introduction

With the continuous expansions of the applications of wired serial communication, the performance, cost, and scalability of clock and data recoveries (CDRs) as the core component of wireline receivers are getting more attention. Referenceless CDRs have the following advantages over existing CDRs that requires a reference clock: First, the operational data rate being neither fixed nor of a few predefined values, a referenceless CDR can adaptively operates at any data rate within the tuning range of DCO [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19]. Therefore, it has a wider range of applications and improves the reusability of IPs. Second, since any forms of reference such as crystal oscillators are not required, the number of pins can be further minimized, making a referenceless CDR cost-effective [3, 5].

To date, research on referenceless CDRs has focused on the following aspects: reduce the frequency acquisition time and increase the frequency acquisition range while maintaining small area and high performance [2]. The trade-off on these requirements makes it difficult to reduce the locking time without introducing area overhead while keeping low complexity of the loop.

In this paper, a new phase-detection logic based on an Inverse Alexander phase detector (IAPD) [23] named asymmetric binary phase detector (ABPD) for referenceless CDRs will be proposed to be used for frequency acquisition. On the basis of the existing digital CDR [8, 20, 21], the function of single direction frequency acquisition and phase tracking is realized by modifying the input-output characteristic of IAPD without a frequency locked loop. Since a single direction frequency acquisition is achieved based on the ABPD, in the worst case, its lock time is 17 µs to tracking the difference of 1 Gb/s when target frequency is higher than the initial frequency of DCO. Furthermore, since there is no frequency detection logic or frequency locked loop exists, its frequency detection range is no longer limited. The only limit is the tuning range of DCO.

2. Proposed frequency acquisition algorithm

The proposed all-digital referenceless CDR, is implemented as a single loop half-rate structure capable of single direction frequency acquisition and phase tracking. This achievement is possible thanks to the ABPD and digital loop filter, which the former makes the output signal directs to the same direction of the frequency error, and the later makes frequency sweep restart from the highest frequency when DCO frequency reaches its lower limit.
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The input-output characteristic of conventional IAPD is shown in Fig. 1(a), assume input data signal has no jitter and there is a large frequency error, early (E_{IAPD}) and late (L_{IAPD}) signal appears alternatively at the output of IAPD. In the real case of input signal containing jitter, the input-output characteristic of IAPD is changed and there is no action in the jittered region, its output is zero. Therefore, jitter generation can be minimized. As a large frequency error exists in the CDR loop, E_{IAPD} and L_{IAPD} appear alternatively because the frequency error exceeds the pull-in range of the CDR loop. This pull-in range is very small, usually several hundreds of ppm [18].

In order to achieve a single direction frequency acquisition function, a new phase-detection logic ABPD is proposed. Our target is to perturb the output of IAPD logic to prefer the occurrence of early signal slightly more than late signal when large frequency error happens.

The improvement is made to set the output of the ABPD input-output characteristic to produce early signal where the output of IAPD is ambiguous between early and late states. The ambiguous conditions of IAPD normally happen at the edges of jittered input data (called jittered region) as shown in Fig. 1(a). The impact of this change is when frequency error exceeds CDR’s pull-in range, the accumulated early and late signals ACC [(No. of E_{ABPD}) – (No. of L_{ABPD})], keeps reducing since ABPD preferentially produces early signals.

In the case of DCO initial frequency is higher than target frequency, the jitter of the input signal will cause the occurrence of E_{ABPD} to be larger than the number of L_{ABPD}, the frequency of the DCO continues to decrease, and finally enters the pull-in range of CDR loop. Contrastively, in the case of DCO’s initial frequency is lower than target frequency outside of the pull-in range, DCO frequency will keep decreasing from the preferential early signal and reaches the lower limit of DCO tuning range. Then overflow of DCO frequency control word will happen so that the frequency sweep restarts from the highest frequency again.

In both cases, phase lock can be automatically completed as long as the target frequency is within the DCO tuning range, without any additional control. When frequency locking achieved, the locking point is slightly to the right rather than the center of the eye diagram, since the number of E_{ABPD} is slightly larger than L_{ABPD}, as shown in Fig. 2(b).

### 3. Architecture of referenceless CDR

According to the illustrations of the input-output characteristic in Fig. 1(a), the block diagram of the dual-mode phase detector is shown in Fig. 1(b). The timing diagram of logic implementation on early and late signal generation of ABPD and IAPD is shown in Fig. 2: (a) shows that in jittered region, the output of both E_{IAPD} and L_{IAPD} are low to keep not to introduce jitter generation, the illustration of lock region is shown as green shaded region, and (b) shows that in jittered region, the output of E_{ABPD} is high which makes that single direction frequency sweep is possible. The logic table of the proposed dual-mode phase detector is shown in Table I.

![Fig. 2. Timing diagram and its implementation phase detection logic: (a) IAPD, (b) ABPD.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Output of Inverse Alexander PD</th>
<th>Output of Asymmetric Binary PD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E_{IAPD}</td>
<td>E_{ABPD}</td>
<td>E_{ABPD}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 0 0 0 0 0</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>0 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 0 0 1 0 1</td>
<td>0 1</td>
<td>0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 1 0 0 0 0</td>
<td>0 1</td>
<td>0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 0 1 1 1 0</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 0 0 0 0 0</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>0 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*corresponding to E_{interd}, its gain can be reduced by externally after deserialization.

The overall structure of the referenceless CDR is shown in Fig. 3. Input signal is sampled by sampler [22], the sampled signals (D_n, E_n) are input to the dual-mode phase detection logic circuits to generate early and late signal (Fig. 1(a)) [23, 24, 25]. The phase-detection logic circuits generate two sets of phase error signals E_{IAPD}/L_{IAPD} and E_{ABPD}/L_{ABPD} according to its input-output characteristic respectively. The multiplexer control signal LOCK selects whether to operate in the frequency acquisition mode (LOCK = 0) or high jitter tolerance mode (LOCK = 1) depending on the state of lock detector. The deserializer further deserializes the high-speed serial phase error signal into an eight-bit low-speed parallel signal with a speed of 1/8 [1]. The deserialized parallel signals are summed by the adder array and a 5-bit correction signal in 2’s complement form is generated to facilitate digital processing of the digital loop filter. Finally, a 10-bit frequency control word is generated by DLF to control the frequency of the DCO. In addition, the lock detector output is low (LOCK = 0) when referenceless CDR is powered-on, during the meantime, the downward frequency sweep was performed with ABPD. As soon as the lock detector detects a frequency lock, the LOCK changes from low to high, further increasing the jitter tolerance.
4. Synthesized digital logic

The structure of the synthesized logic circuit is shown in Fig. 4 [21, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30]. Since deserialized 8-bit L.ls[7:0] and E.ls[7:0] are not binary but thermometer codes, an adder array is needed to summing every bit to generate 5-bit 2’s complement binary correction signal bin[4:0]. The correction signal passes through the proportional (controlled by p[3:0]) and integral (controlled by i[3:0]) gain controllers to generate prop1[20:0] and intg1[20:0] in Fig. 4. Among them, intg[20:0] is generated by accumulate intg1[20:0]. The output signal out[20:0] is the sum of prop1[20:0] and intg[20:0]. Among these 21-bit output signal, the MSB (sign bit) and 10-bit LSBs are discarded (in order to get 2–10 gain), the middle 10 bits are taken as the control signal of the DCO frequency (FCW[9:0]).

The implementation of the lock detector is by periodically detecting the change in the output value of the integration path within a certain period of time. That is, in the unlocked state, because EABPD is greater than LABPD, the value of the integration path is continuously decreasing, once the loop enters the locked state, the value of the intercepted integration path will remain the same or fluctuate slowly within the range of ±1. Therefore, the lock criterion is that when the value of the intercepted integration path fluctuates within a range of ±1, it can be determined as a lock. In the design, a proper margin is left, and its adjustable range is ±32.

5. Measurement results

The photomicrograph of the prototype chip is shown in Fig. 5(a), with an area of 0.099 mm². The recovered clock jitter with 11 Gb/s PRBS31 pattern is shown in Fig. 5(b), measured RMS jitter is 1.35 ps, peak-to-peak jitter is 12.2 ps, and BER obtained by the measurement is <10^{-12}.

The lock time is measured by signal source analyzer (Agilent E5052A) with setting the initial frequency to 5 GHz, corresponding to the input data of 10 Gb/s, and changing the input data to 9 Gb/s and 11 Gb/s, respectively, as shown in Fig. 6(a). When the initial frequency is higher than the target frequency (4.5 GHz for 9 Gb/s data), the frequency is scanned downward, and the phase is directly locked after reaching the target frequency, so the lock time is short, as indicated by the solid gray line. When the target frequency (5.5 GHz for 11 Gb/s data) is higher than the initial frequency (5 GHz), the downward frequency scanning is initially performed. Then with the overflow of DLF output out[20:0], the DCO frequency jumps from the lowest to the highest, and continues downward scanning down until the frequency lock, as indicated by the solid black line. Since the referenceless CDR proposed in this paper has the characteristics of single direction frequency sweep, the frequency locking time is long when the target frequency is slightly larger than the initial frequency of the DCO and outside the pull-in range of the CDR loop. Even for the worst case, the lock time is less than about 17 µs. The lock time is 1.2 µs and 17 µs when the final DCO’s is 4.5 GHz and 5.5 GHz, respectively.

The measurement results of the jitter tolerance (JTOL) are shown in Fig. 6(b). As frequency and phase locking is achieved by ABPD, then IAPD is used to further increase the jitter tolerance at the high frequency to 0.35 UI. When the jitter of the input signal increases, the lock time decreases accordingly. However, continuing to increase the jitter of the input signal will cause the lock frequency to fail to lock, and then oscillate. The results of the designed prototype’s locking behavior under different channel losses are shown in Fig. 7.

6. Conclusion

This paper presents a single slope frequency sweep and phase tracking method of single-loop referenceless CDR. With only 2× oversampling method, the phase detection
logic circuit designed according to the output phase error signal cooperates with the DLF to realize single direction frequency sweep and phase-locking within the DCO tuning range, which further simplifies the structure of the loop and further reduces the chip area. The prototype is fabricated in a 28 nm low-power CMOS process, powered by a 1 V supply voltage, and has an energy efficiency of 2.6 pJ/bit (26 mW for 10 Gb/s).
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